
ABSTRACT 

In Al Qur·an, verse Al Israa· : 23-24, it is stated : 
"Serve nL, Lither sod bes.tdes God, lf:fst Y'-,u i11cu1• disgrace 
a12d i·u112. l'"1u1• Lord J1as enJol11ed you to wo1•shlp no11e but 
Him. and to show kindness to you1• parents. If el ther or 
both of tl1ern atta111 old age 111 your dwelll12g, show them 110 
sign of impatience. nor 1•ebuke them: but speak to them 
kind '.;01•ds. ti·eat them wltl1 Jmm111ty ·!Ind te1•de1•11ess 

This verse orders people to serve GOD and to speak 
kind words to our parents. And since the theme in King 
Lear drama ls also about King Lear·s daughters treatment 
to their father through their language use, this verse 
has inspired the writer to also explore more deeply about 
this kind of treatment. 

The Gricean Cooperative Principle and Leech's 
(, 

Politeness Principle, are considered suitable for 
analysing the language use in the drama, since in every 
conversation people will obey those principles to the 
interlocutor. Furthermore, she applies all these 
principles in her analysis of the drama. 

In a conversation. people should be cooperative to 
his int.erlocutors, in order to avoid ambiguity. Grice 
supports this statement by his Cooperative Principle <CP>. 
Further, he states that according the CP, one should be 
true <maxim quality), be brief <maxim of quantity), be 
relevant <maxim of relevance) and be clear (maxim of 
manner) in his or her utterrance. According to Grice, if 
one obeys this principle, he will not confuse his 
interlocutors. 

In the drama, the writer has found, that King Lear·s 
daughter - Goneril, Regan and Cordelia, have misled their 
·father to his rash Judgement which contributes to the 
dramatic and tragic value of this play. This nappen when 
the wicked daughters flout this CP. and succesfully get 
their father·s dower; while Cordelia, the faithful and 
loving daughter, who obeys this CP has been pursued. This 
happen when KL's feeling offended by Cordelia·a sincere 
and simple speech. 

This peculiarity of the cp·a function. actually. can 
be answered by Leech·s Politeness Principle <PP>, which 
permitted people to flout the CP. 

Acco~ding to Leech, in reality, people tend to flout 
the CP. instead. they obey the politeness principle for 
some reasons. Those are, they may lie in order to safe 
their interlocutors· face or to avoid the conflict that 
might happ~n if they say the truth. Thus, Geoffrey Leech 
proposes the Politeness Principles (PP) to complete the 
Grice·s Cooperative Principles (CP). And this kind of 
analysis is what the writer intends to present in her 
thesis. 
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